IRFAN
TECHNICAL RIDER

Contact
All technical questions can be directed to Peter Todorov. If there are any questions,
please get in touch with us: irfantheband@yahoo.com
Sound engineer
Irfan travels with its own sound engineer who is going to take care of the FOH for the band
during the sound check/line check and the performance. Nevertheless presence of a
festival/venue sound engineer is advisable in case of any technical questions in relation to the
available PA and system set up.
Mixer:
Irfan will bring its own mixer (Behringer xAir XR 18) that will be positioned directly on stage. Two
channels (left and right) should be provided for linking the Irfan’s mixer to the festival/venue mixer
and PA. A separate channel for playing audio intro and outro before and after the gig should also be
provided. We also need a microphone from the main mixer to be linked to our mixer - this will be
used for communication between Irfan’s sound engineer and the musicians on stage. This can be
done easier if you can provide a wireless microphone system, which will be connected directly to
our mixer.
Active DI
Two (2) pieces
Microphones
Shure SM 57 (or similar) – 2 pieces;
Chairs
Chairs without armrests – 5 pieces. Please, make sure the chairs are with no armrests, otherwise
they will not be of any use for the band.

Stage risers (relevant only if the size of the stage allows it)
Stage risers (the fronts covered by black textile, reaching the floor) – 2 by 3 meters/ 50 cm
height (the size may vary according to the stage dimensions) – 2 pieces
Tables
Table/stand: 70 cm(height)/40cm/40cm or similar size - 2 piece covered by black textile;
Table/stand: 50cm(height)/50cm/50m or similar size, suitable for placing a lap top - 2 piece
covered by black textile;
Microphone stands
Microphone stands - 6 pieces;
Power outlets
Power outlets suitable for European-style connectors – 5 pieces, each outlet with minimum of 4
sockets without caps
Cables - sufficient number to accommodate the stage plan;

Dressing room/Backstage
Irfan needs a dressing room/backstage with sufficient place for 6 person

Position on Stage

Strings/programming
Flutes and keys

Percussions
and drum
sampler
RISER

RISER

Male vocal/percussions

Female vocal

Legend:
-

Audience
Wireless in-ear monitoring system;
Power outlet;
Headphone preamp;
Table;

